
Charter Amendment: Name Change Only 

• What is proposed new name of the school or network?  Why was this name chosen? 
   
Signature Preparatory is the proposed new name of the school.  This name was chosen due to 
“Signature” often being referred to as the best of a collection.  A name change was inevitable 
since our charter was approved as ALA Summerlin but we will operate in Henderson.  This 
name change also gives our campus autonomy from all the good news that comes from the 
10,000 students of ALA in Arizona.  All of the other campuses managed by our EMO which 
operate in states other than Arizona each have unique names: Ascend Leadership Academy, 
North Star Academy, Wake Preparatory Academy etc.  Signature Preparatory will be the name 
of the Nevada campus.     

• Are there any other changes that the school plans to implement as a result of this 
name change?  Here are some examples: 

 Everything will stay exactly the same.  There will be no curriculum or program 
changes.  The mission, vision and values have also all stayed the same and the school will 
remain contracted with the original EMO, Charter One.  There is literally no change to 
anything except for a name change.  

o Is the curriculum or instructional programming changing? 
o Will the mission and vision of the school and Board change? 
o Will the school still be contracting with the proposed EMO/CMO? 

If the answer to one or more of the above questions is yes, please explain in 
detail.  If there are other material changes to the school as a result of the 
name change, please explain. 

• Will there be any financial impact of renaming the school or network?  If yes, please 
explain. 

  
 The only financial impact we anticipate is that of setting up the legal documents to 
form the entity and basic marketing changes to the logo and website. 


